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Abstract

To understand the evolution and molecular characteristics of Jiangxi H9N2 viruses,

we isolated 17 viruses in 2011 and analyzed their characteristics. Phylogenetic

analyses revealed that their hemagglutinin genes originate from JS/1/00‐like
sublineage, neuraminidase genes originate from BJ/94‐like sublineage, PB1, PA,

NP, and NS genes all come from SH/F/98‐like sublineage, PB2 genes originate from

ST/163/04‐like sublineage, while M genes come from G1‐like sublineage. Genotype

analysis showed that our isolates were classified as genotype 57. Molecular analyses

indicated that our strains contained specific sites characteristic of low‐pathogenic
viruses. The current study once again highlights the necessity for continued

surveillance of novel H9N2 viruses.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Influenza A virus (AIV) is a member of the orthomyxoviridae, and

it consists of eight gene segments encoding 16 proteins.1 AIVs

are classified into 18 hemagglutinin (HA) and 11 neuraminidase

(NA) subtypes according to the antigenicity of surface glycopro-

teins.2 The H9N2 subtype virus is a prominent member of the

influenza A family and has been found in chicken, duck, and other

poultry species.3 Epidemiological research demonstrated that the

first isolation of H9N2 influenza viruses from turkeys occurred in

North America in 1966.4 In China, the H9N2 virus was firstly

isolated from chickens in 1994 in Guangdong and then became

the most prevalent subtype of influenza viruses.5 Notably, H9N2

subtype viruses could infect many poultry species in markets and

caused severe economic losses.6 What's more, infections of H9N2

viruses in humans also caused great attention by its ability to

transmit from avian species to mammals.7 So H9N2 influenza

viruses have caused a great threat to public health.

Genetic studies proved that HA and NA genes of H9N2

influenza viruses were divided into North America and Eurasian

lineages. The North America lineage was represented by

A/Turkey/Wisconsin/1966 (WI/66‐like), while the Eurasian line-

age included several distinct sublineages: A/chicken/Beijing/1/

1994‐like (BJ/94‐like), A/quail/Hong Kong/G1/1997‐like (G1‐
like), A/Chicken/Korea/38349‐p96323/1996‐like (Korea‐like), or
A/Duck/Hong Kong/Y439/1997‐like (Y439‐like). Internal genes

from H9N2 viruses displayed a greater diversity, including G1‐
like, A/chicken/Shanghai/F/1998‐like (F/98‐like), and H5N1‐like
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sublineages.8 In China, BJ/94‐like and G1‐like viruses have been

predominant sublineages since the mid‐1990s. And A/duck/

Shantou/163/2004‐like (ST/163/04‐like) viruses had Korea‐like
HA genes.3 Above all, H9N2 viruses are still continuously

evolving and they deserve our close attention.

To date, at least 98 genotypes have been identified.9 Moreover,

since 2007 genotype 57 (G57) has been prevalent and became the

dominant lineage in eastern China, which bear the backbone of F/98‐
like viruses by integrating to PB2 and M genes of G1‐like viruses.10

Recent research demonstrated that G57 had the ability to donate

gene segments to other highly pathogenic AIVs like H5N2, the 2013

H7N9, and H10N8, which has caused human infections and deaths.11

Despite the genesis of H9N2 viruses in China being well

analyzed,3,9,10 genetic characterization of H9N2 in Jiangxi province

has not been reported in recent years. In 2011, we isolated 17 H9N2

viruses from poultry. Eight gene segments of 17 viruses were

sequenced and characterized comparing with other available

sequences in the NCBI database.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Virus isolation and identification

Cloacal and tracheal swabs were collected in Jiangxi of China from an

epidemiological survey of 12 live‐poultry markets throughout the

whole year in 2011. According to the standard of International

Enzootic Office, virus isolation was performed in 10‐day‐old specific‐
pathogen‐free (SPF) embryonated chicken eggs via allantoic sac

route and was incubated for 72 hours at 37°C. The allantoic fluids of

the live embryos were collected and subjected to hemagglutination

(HA) and hemagglutination inhibition (HI) tests to identify HA

subtypes. NA subtypes were identified by nucleotide sequencing

and National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) BLAST.

2.2 | Sequencing

Briefly, virus RNA extraction from infective allantoic fluid was

performed using a TIANamp Virus RNA Kit (Tiangen Biotech,

Beijing, China). After reverse transcription, polymerase chain

reaction (PCR) was performed using specific primers to amplify

complementary DNA, as described.5 PCR products were purified

with an AxyPrep DNA Gel Extraction Kit (Axygen Inc., Hangzhou,

China) and were sequenced by using the BigDye Terminator v3.1

Cycle sequencing Kit on an ABI Genetic analyzer 3500xL (Applied

Biosystems, Foster City, CA). The nucleotide sequences for

influenza virus genes obtained from this study have been deposited

to GenBank under accession numbers MF085026‐MF085033,

MF113058‐MF113161, and MF372884‐MF372907.

2.3 | Phylogenetic analysis

The sequences selected from NCBI include all the Jiangxi H9N2

isolates, representative strains reported from the previous study, and

highly pathogen avian influenza viruses (HPAIVs) sharing high

homology with internal genes of strains in this study. By using the

Lasergene sequence analysis software package (DNAStar, Inc,

Madison, WI), all sequence data were compiled and edited. Pairwise

sequence alignments were also performed by using Clustal W. To

determine the robustness and evaluate the consistency of the tree

topologies, 1000 bootstrap replicates and the neighbor‐joining trees

were constructed using MEGA7.1.

2.4 | Genotype definition

Genotypes were defined by gene phylogeny.12 And the genotype of

H9N2 influenza viruses used in this study was determined as

previously described.11

2.5 | Molecular analysis

The deduced amino acid sequences were also aligned and analyzed

with Megalign module of the Lasergene sequence and MEGA

version 7.1. Potential glycosylation sites of HA and NA were

analyzed by an online software called NetNglyc 1.0 Server.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Virus isolation and identification

The collection of tracheal and cloacal swabs in Jiangxi live‐poultry
markets was conducted in 2011. After propagation in SPF embryo-

nated chicken eggs and HA tests, 17 virus isolates were obtained, of

which 15 isolates were from chickens and 2 isolates from ducks. On

the basis of HI tests, 17 H9 subtype influenza isolates were

identified. To identify the NA subtype of these strains, we sequenced

their NA genes and performed the NCBI BLAST, discovering that all

isolates belonged to the N2 subtype. Results of virus isolation and

identification are shown in Supporting Information Table S1.

3.2 | Phylogenetic analysis

The trees of HA genes showed that Eurasian lineage consisted of

three sublineages including BJ/94‐like, G1‐like, and JS/1/00‐like. All
of the tested H9N2 isolates clustered into the JS/1/00‐like
sublineage (Figure 1A). Phylogenetic analysis of NA genes showed

that there were two distinct lineages: North American and Eurasian

lineages (Figure 1B). Eurasian lineage included BJ/94‐like, G1‐like,
and G9‐like sublineages. The NA genes analyzed in this study showed

high gene homology (92.9%‐93.6%) and all belonged to BJ/94‐like
sublineage (Figure 1).

Phylogenetic analyses of six internal genes showed that they

had more diverse origins than surface genes (Figure 1). Analysis of

the PB2 genes showed two evolutionary lineages: North American

and Eurasian lineages. Four sublineages including BJ/94‐like,
G1‐like, ST/163/04‐like, and Korea‐like fell into Eurasian lineage

(Figure 1C). PB2 genes from 17 H9N2 isolates clustered into the
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ST/163/04‐like sublineage. Interestingly, seven virus isolates in

this study showed high gene homologies (>99%) with H7N7‐like
(A/chicken/Wenzhou/87/2013 and CK/WZ/H7N7) influenza

viruses in Wenzhou. The previous study revealed that the

generation of novel CK/WZ/H7N7 viruses was by reassortment

of prevailing H9N2 viruses with H7N7 viruses.13 Moreover, the

PB2 phylogenetic tree showed that all 17 H9N2 viruses had a

close relationship to the subtype H7N9 and H5N2 isolating from

Hebei and southern China (Figure 1C). In the phylogenetic tree of

PB1 genes, H9N2 viruses formed seven distinct sublineages,

including SH/F/98‐like, G1‐like, Korea‐like, BJ/94‐like, WI/66‐like,
ST/163‐like, and Y439‐like (Figure 1D). Our analyzed H9N2 virus

isolates fell into SH/F/98‐like sublineage, while most other H9N2

viruses in Jiangxi isolated from wild birds clustered into G1‐like
sublineage. As with PB2 genes, PB1 genes of all 17 H9N2 isolates

exhibited high gene homologies (>97%) with those of CK/WZ/

H7N7 viruses. Notably, they were also closely connected with

those of H7N9 viruses isolated from a human in Anhui (Figure 1D).

In PA phylogenetic tree (Figure 1E), seven different sublineages of

H9N2 influenza viruses were recognized, including SH/F/98‐like,
BJ/94‐like, Y439‐like, ST/163/04‐like, Korea‐like, WI/66‐like, and
G1‐like. Our H9N2 isolates belonged to SH/F/98‐like sublineage. It

was interesting that three isolates also showed high gene

homologies (>99%) with CK/WZ/H7N7 viruses. NP genes of

H9N2 viruses formed seven sublineages: BJ/94‐like, G1‐like,
SH/F/98‐like, Korea‐like, WI/66‐like, ST/163‐like, and Y439‐like.
Our H9N2 virus isolates clustered into SH/F/98‐like sublineage

(Figure 1F). As with polymerase genes, NP genes from 17 H9N2

isolates also showed high gene homologies with those of CK/WZ/

H7N7 viruses. In addition, 14 viruses had a close relationship with

H7N9 viruses labeled with purple dots that have resulted in human

fatalities.14 M genes of 17 Jiangxi viruses obtained in this study

F IGURE 1 Phylogenetic trees for the HA (A) and NA (B) PB2 (C), PB1 (D), PA (E), NP (F), M (G), and NS (H) genes of all the representative

influenza A viruses of the H9N2 subtype. Trees were generated by the neighbor‐joining method in the MEGA 7.1 program. Numbers above or
below branches demonstrate neighbor‐joining bootstrap values. Analysis was based on nucleotides 1 to 1683 of the HA gene, 1 to 1410 of the NA
gene, 1 to 2280 of the PB2 gene, 1 to 2274 of the PB1 gene, 1 to 2151 of the PA gene, 1 to 1497 of the NP gene, 1 to 982 to the M gene, and 1 to

838 of the NS gene. The sequences labeled with purple dots are HPAIVs sharing high homology with the H9N2 isolates in this study. The lengths of
the horizontal lines are relative to the minimum number of nucleotide differences required to join nodes. Vertical lines are for spacing and labeling.
The viruses isolated in Jiangxi were highlighted in red trigon. The names of the viruses could be found in Supporting Information Table S1. HA,

hemagglutinin; HPAIV, highly pathogen avian influenza viruses; NA, neuraminidase
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clustered into G1‐like sublineage (Figure 1G). And results from

genome comparison displayed that the similarity in M genes was

found between H9N2 Jiangxi isolates and HPAI viruses including

H7N9, H10N8, H5N1, and H1N2 subtypes. As shown in NS

phylogenetic tree (Figure 1H), all Jiangxi virus isolates shaped a

well‐supported cluster in the SH/F/98‐like sublineage and dis-

played a nucleotide homology of 94.8% to 97.1% with SH/F/98‐like
sublineage. Notably, NS genes of HPAI subtype H5N1, H5N2, and

H7N9 viruses also clustered into the SH/F/98‐like sublineage. The

fact that the internal genes of these H9N2 viruses have similarities

to those of H5N1, H7N9, and H10N8 viruses deserve our

attention.

3.3 | Genotyping

Moreover, the results of phylogenetic trees showed that our

isolates were from a recently discovered genotype classified as

G57. Some reports revealed that G57 had replaced multiple

genotypes and became the predominant genotype in

2010‐2013.11 It was reasonable for us to posit that G57 had

been prevalent in Jiangxi till 2011 since it appeared in 2007.

Furthermore, promptly effective measures should be taken to

control further spread of the G57 influenza viruses among

poultry in China, and a continuous extensive virus surveillance

was also needed.

3.4 | Predicted molecular characteristics

To understand the molecular characterization of H9N2 Jiangxi

virus isolates, deduced amino acid sequences of virus proteins

were aligned and analyzed with those of representative H9N2 and

HPAI viruses from the NCBI influenza database (Table 1,

Supporting Information Tables S2 and S3). By comparison, we

identified that 17 H9N2 Jiangxi influenza isolates with 561 amino

acids (1683 nucleotide). As shown in Table 1, the amino acid

sequences at the cleavage sites of the HA protein represented the

low pathogenicity feature. Notably, at the receptor binding sites

(H9 numbering), all isolated H9N2 viruses possessed leucine (L) at

TABLE 1 Analysis of amino acid sequences of surface and internal proteins

HA clevage site HA receptor binding sites NA stalk deletion PB2 PB1‐F2 PB1 PA NP M2 NS1

335‐339 234 236

63‐65 627E 66N 368V 436E 136L 16E 42SVirus strains RSSR↓G L G

CK/BJ/94 + Q + − + + I + + G +

DK/HK/Y280 + + + + + + I + + G +

CK/SH/F/98 + Q + + + + I + + G +

QA/HK/Y439 ASNR↓G Q + − + + I + + + +

QA/HK/G1 + + + 38‐40 + S I + + + +

TK/WI/66 VSSR↓G Q + − + + I + M G +

CK/KR/96 ASYR↓G Q + − + + I + + + +

CK/JS/1/00 + + + − + + I + + + +

CK/JX/09 KSSR↓G + + + + + + + + + +

CK/JX/12 KSSR↓G + + + + + + + + + +

CK/JX/13 + + + + + + I + + + +

CK/JX/14 + + + + + + I + + + +

CK/JX/15 + + + + + + + + + + +

DK/JX/16 + + + + + + + + + + +

CK/JX/17 + + + + + + + + + + +

DK/JX/18 KSSR↓G + + + + + + + + + +

CK/JX/19 + + + + + + + + + + +

CK/JX/20 + + + + + + + + + + +

CK/JX/21 KSSR↓G + + + + + + + + + +

CK/JX/37 + + + + + + + + + + +

CK/JX/38 + + + + + + + + + + +

CK/JX/40 + + + + + + + + + + +

CK/JX/13Y KSSR↓G + + + + + + + + V +

CK/JX/15Y KSSR↓G + + + + + + + + V +

CK/JX/69Y KSSR↓G + + + + + + + + V +
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position 234, which was reported to contribute to the human‐type
receptor binding of the H9N2 virus, and glycine (G) at position 236

also displaying human virus‐like cell tropisms.15 According to

results predicted by NetNGlyc 1.0 Server, all 17 Jiangxi isolates

possessed 8 N‐linked potential glycosylation sites in the HA

protein at positions (29, 141, 218, 298, 305, 313, 492, and 551).

Increase and lack of potential glycosylation sites were displayed in

Supporting Information Table S2. This phenomenon may symbolize

an adaptation of H9N2 within poultry since a change in glycosyla-

tion pattern.16 Likewise, analysis of the NA protein sequences of

viruses also displayed that five Jiangxi isolates possessed seven

potential glycosylation sites, while others maintained six potential

glycosylation sites (Supporting Information Table S2). Moreover,

amino acids in the enzyme active sites in all Jiangxi isolates were

conserved. Besides, each Jiangxi isolates contained a 3‐amino acid

deletion (residues 63‐65) in the NA stalk region (Table 1). It is

accepted that deletion within the NA stalk region may be a

significant characteristic equilibrizing the supplementary activities

of the HA and NA on the adaption of the virus to poultry.17

Moreover, when deletion of NA stalk combined with substitution

A316S of HA protein, HA cleavage efficiency increased.18

It is reported that when deletion of NA stalk combined with

substitution A316S of HA protein, HA cleavage efficiency

increased.18 And in our study, 17 viruses had a substitution at

position 316 of HA protein, and we thought that this phenomenon

had been stable in Jiangxi by comparison with other H9N2 isolates

in Jiangxi.

A number of important residues in PB2, PB1, PA, and NP proteins

were known as playing a vital role for the adaptation of avain influenza

viruses to a new host species.14 As shown in Table 1, most Jiangxi

isolates contained typical avian residues at these sites.

Some reports demonstrated that the vital residues at T37A,

R95K, S224N, K242N of M1, and D21G of M2 played a crucial role in

increasing virus virulence.19 In our study, those mutations occurred

in all 17 Jiangxi isolates. As is reported,20 substitution of S for P at

residue 42 (P42S) of NS1 could cause virus virulence to increase. All

Jiangxi isolates possessed S at residue 42 of NS1.

By analyzing the evolution and molecular characteristics, the

current study once again highlights the necessity for continued

systematic influenza surveillance in poultry in countries in which the

virus is endemic to track the emergence of novel H9N2 viruses with

pandemic potential.
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